
SignalQ is a software-only signal intelligence 

platform that sets itself apart from the 

competition by providing a low-cost, easy to 

install, military-grade gunshot detection 

capability that can leverage 

freely-associated mobile phones as sensors.

Gunshot detection 
that’s affordable, 
effective, and… 
everywhere.

SignalQ provides technology that delivers critical information during times of crisis through 

advanced sensor and noise detection software, designed with security and accuracy in mind. By 

analyzing audio data from multiple sources in real-time and classifying it based on noise, frequency, 

and geolocation, SignalQ can pinpoint when and where active events are occurring through cluster 

reporting and precision alerts. 

SignalQ utilizes your audio sensors 
throughout the premises (mobile 
devices, existing infrastructure such 
as audio-enabled surveillance 
cameras, or dedicated hardware) to 
detect and classify potential 
gunshots or explosions and send 
an alert to include timing, location, 
and type of weapon. With SignalQ, 
sound events are automatically 
defined with no human-in-the-loop 
using signal processing and 
machine learning.

How It Works
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Crowd-sourced 
Signal Intelligence.

Active shooter situations are increasingly frequent events that 
require everyone — businesses, private citizens, schools, small 
organizations, and large venues — to be well prepared to accurately 
detect, identify, and locate the center of those chaotic moments.

EVERY PHONE IS A SENSOR
SignalQ utilizes mobile phone 
applications and audio sensors already in 
use to detect and classify potential 
gunshots and explosions.

ACCURATE & ACTIONABLE
Real-time information about an event, 
location, weapon, and heat map during an 
active incident helps first responders 
optimize their response.

MILITARY-GRADE TECHNOLOGY
SignalQ delivers a robust and extensible 
detection solution with an intuitive 
interface that requires minimal training.

SignalQ offers you the ability to 
leverage an unlimited amount of 
sensors to protect your facility. It can 
be embedded into mobile phone 
applications, integrated with existing 
A/V systems, or supported by low-cost 
fixed-mounted COTS sensors—all 
working together 
in a crowdsourced manner. 

SignalQ is a soundclip-agnostic 
detection application with libraries 
trained to detect and classify 
gunshots and explosions in a broad 
range of acoustic environments.

The Only Software-Based Solution


